How to Be the Voice and Trusted Authority in Your
Industry
Become the Voice and a Trusted Authority in Your Industry
1. When anyone begins the journey of buying a product or service, (the Road to a Sale)
they begin by asking around, their friends and others they TRUST.
2. Remember the last time you bought something? You most likely started by asking
people you trusted. You asked people who you knew and could relate to.
3. Or, you may have gone online and read reviews, testimonies etc.
4. When people begin the journey of looking to buy something, they turn to people who
they consider they can RELATE to, a well-known TV Presenter, a celebrity, or anyone
they feel they connect, trust and relate with.

This is a survey that Nielsen global conducted. They
asked “To what extent do you trust the following
forms of advertising?”
92% trust completely recommendations from people
they know.
Consumer’s opinions posted online is 70%.

Create a 5 Star Business Reputation
So everything you post online, you've got to back
it. No one is going to trust your or your business
before they check you out
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Let’s use Simonds Homes as an example, = big marketers, big
company, big advertising budget and they tell everyone how
wonderful they are. I typed in “Simond’s Homes Melbourne”
They are, on the first page right up the top

BUT when you look further down the same
page. Right in the middle of the front page
listings, they are come up under a website
called “Product Review” and only have a 1.7star rating by their customers.

And when you drill into the page, you’ll see their
Rating Summary is ‘Terrible’.

That took me less than 10 minutes to check them out but look
what is on the side of their reviews.

After seeing this, would you let this company build a home for
you?
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If you were the consumer, where would you continue your
search?

You would mostly likely continue the search by checking out
one of the companies listed on the same page who have a 4-5
star rating!

Summary
By Building a 5-Star Business Reputation you will have truckloads of highly qualified leads
predisposed to buying from you and it is easy to do if you know how.
Become “the Voice” in Your Industry; build your profile by having lots of “Raving Fans”
providing 5-Star Consumer Opinions and Recommendations posted online and on your web
site raving about your products and services.

Trip Advisor
If you are in the Tourism, hospitality or tourist attractions industry, Trip Advisor is an amazing
free web site that you MUST be on.
 It’s a powerful review tool
So here’s an example, if you search ‘motels in
Bairnsdale’, you’ll see this rating sitting directly
under Google Local Listings.
On the upper right corner, you’ll see Google
Maps, that's why you need to be in Google
Local, Google Maps because that gets pulled
up first thing on a smartphone.
 Its free and easy to set up and manage
 Helps Small Business Owners build Trust and Relationship
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 246,000 users type in Google (trip advisor) per month in Australia
 60,500 searches per month Melbourne
 50 specific local searches per month in Bairnsdale (90 in Jan.)

Google Reviews
 Is a powerful review tool for today’s buyer
Let’s look at a couple of Car dealer
locations in Melbourne.
In this image, you’ll see Ferntree Gully
Nissan. It’s got 19 reviews and a 4.4star rating on Google.
You’ll also notice that they’ve added
photos and other pieces of information
like their office hours.

The smart Business Owner can now capitalize on this tool in Google local
To what extent can the reviews affect your business?

Responding to Reviews
This is their summaries, reviews and there's a feedback from
the owner.
So if your customer gives you a testimony, you should
interact with them and make sure you respond to their
reviews. It shows you care about their feedback.
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Responding to Bad Reviews
Scrolling down, you’ll see bad reviews and they responded
to them
So if you got a bad review, immediately respond and don’t
try and justify yourself or bad mouth the person, be polite,
factual, and offer a solution, in most cases it is a client
misunderstanding and by publicly siting your response
allows other readers to see that you care

Summary:
1. Monitor and respond quickly to all compliments and any complaints
2. Be transparent and honest and offer a solution
3. Don’t try and justify yourself, accept the criticism and humbly respond
4. Demonstrates you care about your clients
5. The astute reader will quickly determine the truth
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